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Abstract. S/Key (One-Time Password) system has vulnerabilities such as dictionary attack. In this paper, we propose a corrected S/Key system mixed with EKE to solve the man-in-the-middle attack. In addition, we specify a new S/Key system with Casper, verify its secrecy and authentication properties using CSP/FDR.

1 Introduction

S/Key system has the vulnerability, which an intruder can guess a passphrase used in generating an one-time password, comparing the resulting 128 bit hash with variation lists to the dictionary files[2]. For the secure key exchange of passphrase, we compose EKE[7] protocol with S/Key system[6]. Second, for the robustness of passphrase, the new S/Key system uses a large random passphrase. In this paper, we specify a new S/Key with Casper, translate its high level description into CSP[4] code, and finally verify its secrecy and authentication properties with FDR[3]. Finally we check a random passphrase’s robustness using password cracking tool. In section 2, we give an overview of a new S/Key model. In section 3, we talk about analyzing and verifying a corrected S/Key system using Casper[5] and CSP/FDR. We sum up in section 4.

2 A new S/Key System

In this paper, we focus on the new S/Key system against the offline attack. As mentioned before, to prevent passphrase from dictionary attack, passphrase must be secret between client and server. In order to satisfy the secrecy requirements, we modify S/Key system with a secure EKE. Secondly, passphrase must be randomized, not guessable. We combine EKE with challenge & response protocol in S/Key, exception with applying other variants to it because other variants are...
more complex, less effective in the tradeoff between security and traffic performance. Therefore, firstly we find the vulnerabilities of EKE protocol based on [1], then modify it. Example 1 shows a new S/Key authentication mechanism against dictionary attack.

Example 1. New S/Key System
Message 1: A → B : A, \{PK(a)\}K_{ab}
Message 2: B → A : \{B, Challenge\}PK(a)
Message 3: A → B : \{Na\}K_{ab}
Message 4: B → A : \{B, Na, Passphrase_{ab}\}K_{ab}
Message 5: A → B : Response

PK(a) is a public key of host A, K_{ab} is a secret password between A and B, Challenge is a random number including seed and sequence number, Na is a random number generated by host A. The Response is a hash function of one-time password generated by host A. Passphrase_{ab} is a random session key to generate one-time password used in authenticating a correct user. The most important characteristics in a new S/Key system, differently from that of the previous one, are the encryption of B identity with PK(a) and Passphrase_{ab} with K_{ab}. Therefore, the intruder can’t be disguised as a legitimate agent and get hold of the plaintext passphrase.

3 Analysis and Verification of new S/Key system

Based on message sequences shown in section 2, we write the new S/Key system in Casper script. A corrected S/Key system is as belows.

```
#Protocol description
0. → a : b
1. a → b : a, \{ServerKey(a)\}\{passwd\}
2. b → a : \{b, challenge\}\{ServerKey(a)\}
3. a → b : \{na\}\{passwd\}
4. b → a : \{b,passphrase\}\{passwd\}
5. a → b : F(otp)

The #Specification section is used to specify the requirements of the protocol. In order words, #Specification section defines the specification model that describes secrecy and authentication properties. We assume that the intruder is a user of the computer network, and so can take part in normal runs of the protocol, and other agents may initiate runs of the protocol with him.

#Specification
Secret(a, na, [b])
Secret(b, challenge, [a])
Agreement(a, b, [na, challenge, otp])
Agreement(b, a, [na, challenge, otp])
```
The lines starting Secret specify secrecy property. In CSP, a secrecy property can be formalized as signal.Claim_Secret.a.b.s event. This may be understood to mean: ‘The secret value s used in the run between a and b, which was initiated by a should be secret for the entire protocol run’. If the secrecy property is satisfied in the model, then the intruder should not be able to obtain access to the secret value, s. Secret(a, na, [b]) may be paraphrased as: ‘a thinks na is a secret that can be known to only a and b’. In like manner, Secret(b, challenge, [a]) represents that ‘a thinks challenge is a secret that can be known only b and a’. The lines starting with Agreement define that authentication property. In CSP model, an authentication property can be observed from two viewpoints; one is the authentication of the initiator by the responder while the other is the authentication of the responder by the initiator. The Agreement(a, b, [na, challenge, otp]) means that ‘a is authenticated to b based on the agreement with na, challenge, otp values between two hosts. Also the Agreement(b, a, [na, challenge, otp]) implies that ‘b is authenticated to a based on the agreement with na, challenge, otp values between two hosts. After running FDR tool, we confirm that new S/Key system satisfies security properties of secrecy and authentication.

4 Conclusion

S/Key is a very famous authentication system that uses a one-time password scheme to protect a malicious attacker from replay attack. But with the great development of PC’s computation power, we unfortunately are confronted by a various threat factors. Moreover, vulnerabilities of S/Key were reported by many researchers. Among them, one of the most effective attacks is to sniff a seed and sequence number from client, then guess passphrase using dictionary attack tool. In this paper, we point out the weakness of an original EKE protocol and modify it. We combine a corrected EKE with S/Key and propose a new S/Key system against dictionary attack. And we specify and verify its secrecy and authentication properties using Casper and CSP/FDR.
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